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ning.” The apparent contradiction
between nature and numbers is
quickly dispersed when one looks
around Stevens’s workplace at
Leipzig’s Max Planck Institute for
Mathematics in the Sciences: no
petri dishes on the shelves, just pho-
tographs of unicellular algae on the
wall; no white coat on the hook, just
a Unix Workstation on the desk,
which is otherwise groaning under
the weight of mountains of hand-
written notes. Angela Stevens is no
biologist; she practises a profession
described as “Mathematical Biology”.
In actual fact, during our conversa-
tion, the young head of the research
group turns out to be a real mathe-
matician – with a penchant for un-D
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usual questions. What makes a
“Mathematical Biologist”? “Ab-
stracting and proving mathematical
theorems – like my colleagues in ap-
plied mathematics who traditionally
tend to work with physicists within
the framework of a close historical
link. The only difference is that we
draw the subjects that we work on
from biology”, says Stevens. This
focus on the mathematical method-
ology also sets her apart from her
colleagues in theoretical biology
and bioinformatics.

Let us remain with the articles that
the young researcher placed on the
desk at the beginning – and have
them explained to us. It seems that
they are about the communication

To describe mathematics as the “mother of the sciences” is extremely apt in view of its 

importance in, for example, astronomy and physics. Continuing with this metaphor, biology, 

on the other hand, was, for a long time, just a stepchild of mathematics – because the complexity of 

many of the phenomena in the living world did not seem mathematically comprehensible. If you 

look at it in this light,  DR. ANGELA STEVENS is carrying out real pioneering work at Leipzig’s  

MAX PLANCK INSTITUTE FOR MATHEMATICS IN THE SCIENCES: as head of the research group

“Mathematical Biology” she is developing mathematical tools to tackle biological questions.

Nature 

Computer simulations are an important part of the vocabulary which biologists and mathematicians use to 
communicate. The sequence of pictures shows the simulation of the movement of the Myxococcus xanthus individuals 
in a virtual colony. Between the third and fourth pictures, the simulated bacteria are instructed to secrete a chemical 
messenger substance which attracts their neighbors. The bacteria immediately begin to concentrate in one place.

No, the articles which Angela
Stevens presses into her visi-

tor’s hands really do not look like
the work of a biologist – despite in-
cluding terms such as Myxobacteri-
ales and chemotaxis in their titles
and on the face of it concerning the
behaviour of amoebae and other sin-
gle-celled organisms. But leafing
through these publications one soon
comes across page after page of
mathematical formulae; many peo-
ple might think them more a dis-
course on elementary particle
physics than an essay on bacteria.
“We actually first have to find a joint
language with the biologists”, says
Stevens. “Basically our work togeth-
er is still right at the very begin-

Angela Stevens heads the 
research group “Mathematical Biology” 

at Leipzig’s Max Planck Institute for 
Mathematics in the Sciences.
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to the formation of structures resem-
bling the observed “ripples” – pro-
vided that the “mathematical” bacte-
ria act with a characteristic density-
dependent turning rate when carry-
ing out their turns. Transferred back
to the petri dish, this means: if the
Myxococci have any such biological
programme that dictates to them the
probability with which they feel
forced to turn around in the crowd,
traffic jams would, in time, form in
the petri dish just like commuter
traffic on the M25. 

“BACTERIA PSYCHOLOGY”
WITH PAPER AND PENCIL

Just as in this situation where, ap-
parently without reason, slow-mov-
ing traffic suddenly gets going again,
until one reaches the end of the next
traffic jam, periodic density fluctua-
tions suddenly form in the throng of
the bacteria colony, which appear as
wave structures to the observer – al-
though the comparison is of course
flawed because one cannot turn
round on the motorway and because
the population cause the “jams” in

the petri dishes to move. Remarkable
in an age when the computer-simu-
lated picture increasingly threatens
to replace the view through the mi-
croscope, but the whole mathemati-
cal picture in Stevens’s virtual petri
dish, from the “anamnesis” to the
verdict on the relationships identi-
fied, is basically acted out on paper.
The computer is used only when it is
necessary to simulate actual turning
rates and to convince the biologists
of the work – the common language
still just consists of diagrams, graphs
and simulations, but not integral
symbols and limiting procedures.

In actual fact, in principle, the ba-
sic assumptions of the model de-
scribed above could also be com-
pletely verified using computer sim-
ulations alone, but if, as Stevens
says, it is possible to prove a model
with paper and pencil in a mathe-
matical way, there is no reason not
to do so: “It is certainly the case that
many highly complex scientific
problems can only be investigated
using simulations. The problem is
this: sometimes it is not even possi-

like a kind of fungus and accommo-
dates within its inner some of the
bacteria which have differentiated
into spores which can survive the
period of starvation.

The formation of this fruiting body
is an extremely complex process
which must be based on some kind
of communication between the bac-
teria cells. However, every detail of
the chemical commands which drive
the Myxococci to build their tower is
still not understood: many individ-
ual steps of the process have yet to
be explained. For instance, shortly
before the formation of the fruiting
body, a wave-like pattern of move-
ment can be observed in Myxococcus
colonies under a microscope, in the
ripples of which areas of high bacte-
ria density alternate with ones of
lower density. “For a long time, bi-
ology has been trying to gain a bet-
ter understanding of the mechanisms
behind this phenomenon”, says
Stevens. “This is an area where we
can give the biologists concrete as-
sistance using mathematical models
and help to check existing theories
for plausibility.”

HUNGRY BACTERIA UNDER

THE MICROSCOPE

In principle there are several pos-
sibilities which would allow swarms
of individual cells to act in accor-
dance with a greater plan within the
bounds of chemistry: for instance, if
cells move in the direction of a sig-
nal molecule gradient like bargain
hunters gravitating towards a high
density of special offer signs, one
talks of chemotactic movement. A
specific movement can however also
be triggered if surface molecules of a
bacterium come into contact with
likewise surface-linked sensors of a
neighbouring cell. Is it possible that
one of these models – and if so,

phase a change in behaviour hap-
pens: then two individual cells turn
swiftly around as soon as they bump
into each other head-on. This de-
scription is now translated into math-
ematical terms and thus raised out of
the biological into the mathematical
sphere – in the same way as a photo-
graph only becomes accessible with
the scanning in of digital data pro-
cessing. The movement equations of
the bacteria then undergo thorough
scrutiny in the world of numbers us-
ing mathematical techniques: can an
abstract system consisting of moving
points, which also have a kind of
memory of the paths they have fol-
lowed, get into a situation which is
characterised by the formation of
density inhomogeneities? And if so,
under what circumstances? And what
do these inhomogeneities look like?
Concentric circles? Spirals? Aggre-
gates? Or really waves?

With the help of a line of mathe-
matical arguments, Stevens and a
colleague working in Canada were
able to prove that the above-cited
basic assumptions really could lead

At times of famine, several hundred thousand bacteria of the genus
Myxococcus xanthus form fruiting bodies, which accommodate spores 
of differentiated bacteria. This transformation requires comparatively
complex communication between the individual cells, the understanding
of which could contribute to a deeper understanding of the growth 
of tumours or embryonic development.

Shortly before completion of the fruiting bodies the 
Myxococcus colony exhibits a characteristic wave pattern. 
This complex structure arises, as a simple mathematical model 
suggests, because Myxococci can change their direction of 
movement with a certain probability when they collide. The 
dark areas on the illustration are developing fruiting bodies.

which? – might be able to explain
the Myxococcus rippling? Mathemat-
ics can help to answer just such a
question as this – by abstracting and
simplifying the phenomenon to such
an extent that in the end it is re-
duced to purely mathematical for-
malism, which will then be exam-
ined by mathematicians such as An-
gela Stevens to identify possible
causes for the pattern formation.

“So we know that a so-called C-
factor – a protein secreted when
starvation conditions prevail which
sits on the surface of the Myxococcus
xanthus cells – plays a part in the
rippling. We now check whether it
might be that a periodic change in
density as observed with the Myxo-
cocci can be generated by a simple
mechanism that is activated by a di-
rect cell-cell contact between two
bacteria”, says Stevens.

The model that Stevens is investi-
gating appears simple: it presupposes
that before the rippling the cells
move in practically every direction –
preferably on paths which they have
already left. However, in the rippling IL
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between cells in the broadest sense.
“Cells move and form complex
structures – for example during em-
bryonic development, growth of tu-
mours, or the healing of wounds.
Chemical signals play an important
role in the co-ordination of these
movements”, says Stevens.

A lot more research work needs to
be carried out in order to understand
this language properly. So it is good
that it is not just cells in highly so-
phisticated multicellular organism
which follow chemical commands,
but also unicellular microorganisms
which have to co-ordinate their
movements in the swarm. It is by no
means the case that bacteria swim
around aimlessly: in actual fact they
are capable of an incredibly multi-
faceted “social life”. And only if one
understands how the simplest of liv-
ing things “communicate” does one
stand a chance of comprehending
the much more complex communi-
cation processes between the cells of
higher organisms.

A simple example of bacteria from
whose behaviour one might be able
to learn something of chemical sig-
nalling language can be found in
every garden in the form of the
gram-positive bacterium Myxococcus
xanthus: in good times several mil-
lion of these rod-shaped bacteria
form colonies in the soil, which they
leave on occasional expeditions ei-
ther alone or in small groups, in or-
der to enrich the environment with
digestive enzymes; in so doing they
form proper paths that they prefer to
use. However, if starvation condi-
tions threaten, M. xanthus under-
goes a dramatic change in its behav-
iour: then approximately 100,000 in-
dividual cells begin to aggregate;
within several hours the seething
mass gives rise to a fruiting body
which raises itself above the ground IL
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complex mathematics often remains
hidden for the user, according to
Stevens.

But it is by no means always the
case that it is just biology that bene-
fits from mathematics. To the con-
trary: for instance, the arithmetical
modelling of excitation patterns of
the heart, the mathematical treat-
ment of which is concerned with the
calculation of the speed of wave
fronts in inhomogeneous media, or
indeed the modelling of the growth
of tumours close to blood vessels can
both also extend mathematics’ arse-
nal of methodology and contribute
to new mathematical findings.

Yet another example from the pile
of papers on Stevens’s desk – again
linked to the control of unicellular
movements. This time of amoeba
which, when threatened with a food
shortage, secrete a signal substance
and at the same time begin to move
towards the highest concentration 
of this substance. “A mathematical
model for this behaviour has existed
for a long time – the Keller-Segel
system or the chemotaxis equations.

It was phenomenologically derived:
A concentration gradient of a mes-
senger substance is assumed, along
which the single-celled organisms
move – this is a typically ‘physical’
perspective. We wanted to find out
whether it is also possible to derive
this equation purely mathematically
from simple basic assumptions”, says
Stevens.

In principle the whole thing
sounds easy. But the problem again
lies in the detail – in so-called non-
linearities which come about be-
cause in principle every amoeba
could perceive the signal distribution
of all others in the swarm. This
means that ultimately, in an abstract
model which correctly mirrors the
real conditions, all elements of the
system should constantly influence
each other.

BLACK HOLES IN

THE WORLD OF NUMBERS

Seen mathematically, this quickly
leads to linked “interacting stochas-
tic many particle systems” which
had to be deliberately unravelled.
According to Stevens, “The crux was
the attractiveness of the chemical
signal molecules which, as a result
of the mathematical formalism used,
can lead to so called singularities i.e.
‘black holes’ in the world of num-
bers.” To understand the chemotactic
drift mathematically, existing math-
ematical techniques had to be ex-
tended; to this end Stevens devel-
oped a clever process with which she
was able to simplify the complicated
nonlinear interaction and yet virtu-
ally bring it back in again through
the back door. 

For experts: the tools Stevens se-
lected for the job from the mathe-
matical toolbox are called “shadow
systems” and “freezing of nonlinear-
ities”. Using these methods derived

from mathematical analysis which
Stevens built into the stochastic ap-
proach, she was able to carry over
the nonlinear terms of the model
step by step into more easily man-
ageable ones.

The reward of approximately one
year’s work was a line of watertight
mathematical arguments which not
only gave a solid mathematical basis
for the Keller-Segel equations but al-
so expanded the arsenal of method-
ology of applied mathematics, albeit
not completely incidentally. “In our
work we do of course like to seek out
questions which we assume will ad-
vance mathematics. This differenti-
ates us from our colleagues in Theo-
retical Biology. I would also always
describe myself as a mathematician”,
says Stevens. For her mathematics is
more than a complementary science
– but rather a form of art.

Some biologists or doctors still
need to get used to this claim: the
reproach is frequently made that the
links being created by Stevens’ pen-
cil do not go into enough detail with
regard to the complex relationships
in living cells or are even too re-
mote. Not all doctors are impressed
by computer simulations which
show that tumours which grow into
neighbouring tissue can regress to a
certain extent if only certain mathe-
matical requirements are met. “We
do not want to compete with 
scientists working empirically”, says
Stevens. 

“Mathematics cannot cure cancer.
But we are giving cause for thought
and hints as to where biologists
might look for causes of observed
phenomena which have previously
been overlooked.” Biologists on
mathematics courses at universities
are still seen as an exotic species.
This could be about to change.

STEFAN ALBUS
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ble to theoretically prove the stabili-
ty of the numerical code used. This
then has to be tested in detail.” So it
looks as if this method, if it is to be
taken seriously, is no less time-con-
suming than the one requiring a
pencil and eraser.

KEEPING THE BALANCE

BETWEEN TWO WORLDS

Stevens cannot of course say what
biological programmes and mecha-
nisms are hidden behind the theoret-
ically postulated turning rates: biol-
ogy is an extremely complex sci-
ence. For example, even the correct
translation of the movement prefer-
ences of the Myxococci into mathe-
matical formulae can sometimes
quickly lead to complex systems of
coupled differential equations which
are mathematically difficult to han-
dle. For this reason the object must
be simplified as much as possible.
However, this is far from easy. What
still has to go into the Myxococcus
model and what does not? Is, for ex-
ample, the modelling of intimate de-
tails of the cell’s internal signal cas-
cade necessary for the description of
the movement of the cell – after all
one is only considering reactions
which delay the answer of a cell to
an outside stimulus dependent upon
another one – or not? It may well be
that on the odd occasion models
which do not consider something
like this might suffer from a birth
defect right from the start.

Finding the right balance is the job
of a Mathematical Biologist like
Stevens. But she and her colleagues
have at least proved that the initially
assumed, very simple model can ac-
tually be true. “This does not neces-
sarily mean that it is accurate”, says
the mathematician. But the positive
result does narrow down the number
of hypotheses that the biologists

have to investigate. Experiments
with Myxococcus xanthus mutants
carried out by scientists in a devel-
opmental biology working group al-
so show that the model really might
come close to the truth; in popula-
tions consisting of “normal” bacteria
and ones which in part ignore the
instruction to turn around, the
wavelengths of the ripple structures
observed change – exactly as pre-
dicted. And that’s not all: the lengths
of the paths which, according to the
measurements, the hungry Myxococ-
ci leave behind in the chaos, coin-
cide with those predicted by the
mathematical model.

MATHEMATICS

DISCOVERS BIOLOGY

Truly amazing: whilst physics and
mathematics are generally perceived
as being related disciplines which
have been stimulating each other for
centuries, biologists and mathemati-
cians seem in the past – with a few
exceptions – to have made a huge
detour around each other. This may
appear understandable … after all,

the phenomenon of “life” is so enig-
matic that until now it was largely
able to distance itself from the
“mother of sciences”. Until now. Be-
cause it seems that both sciences
have now reached a stage of maturi-
ty which facilitates a joint approach
to biological problems. And both
sides are reaping benefits. “In biolo-
gy we are tackling questions which
are unusual for us mathematicians.
This means that we are also able to
give completely new momentum to
our work.”

So the young relationship is al-
ready bearing impressive fruits: for
example, Stevens’s colleagues in
other working groups are investigat-
ing population dynamics (almost a
kind of “germ cell” of Mathematical
Biology), the development of statisti-
cal procedures which can be used 
in the deciphering of large genomes,
the spreading of pests and epidemics,
and the growth of bacteria cultures
in bioreactors. Great status is 
also being accorded to real-time 
image processing in biomedicine –
although in this case the extremely

FOCUS

When food is in short supply, certain types of amoeba begin to 
produce a messenger substance and aggregate at places where the
concentration of these substances is greatest. Here they form snail-
like “slugs” before fruiting body formation. The strong derivation
from the well-known chemotaxis equation which is based on the 
aggregation of amoeba also gave mathematics new stimuli.
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“In biology we come up 
against problems which are
very unusual for us mathe-
maticians. As a result we are
also able to create completely
new stimuli for our work.”
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